[Prediction of bone strength using a quantitative computed tomography based finite element method].
Clinically available methods for estimating bone strength include bone densitometry techniques such as dual energy X-ray absorptiometry and quantitative computed tomography, and other diagnostic imaging procedures such as radiographic imaging. These techniques evaluate regional bone density and morphology, which are partly related to fracture risk, but are of limited value for quantifying structural strength. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a noninvasive method for accurate quantitative structural analysis that incorporates information on both morphology and bone density in a three-dimensional distribution. Computed tomography-based finite element method (CT/FEM), which incorporates information on both the three-dimensional architecture and bone density distribution, could possibly achieve precise assessment of the strength of the bone. We focused on a CT/FEM to quantify structural strength, developing a nonlinear CT/FEM to achieve accurate assessment of strength in the proximal femur and lumbar vertebrae. Here, we describe the CT/FEM.